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MUSICAL NOTATION 

 
Music is notated on a staff -- a group of 5 lines and 4 spaces on which we write music 
(shown below).  
 

 
 
The lines and spaces of a staff may be extended by means of ledger lines (circled below). 
 

 
 
We know which line or space is a particular note by the clef at the beginning of the staff. 
There are 3 types of clefs --  treble or G-clef, the bass or F-clef and the C-clefs. 
 
 treble clef bass clef C-clef (alto) 

 
 G F C 
 
The curl of the treble clef circles the line that is G on the staff.  The dots of bass clef are 
around the line that is F. The middle of C-clef is at the line that is middle C.  The other 
lines and spaces represent other notes and always follow in order of the alphabet using 
only the first seven letters (and then repeating them). For example, in treble clef, we 
have: 

 
 G A B C D E F G G F E D 



 
The treble and bass clefs originated from decorated G's and F's in early  music.  All clefs 
started as movable clefs; now only C-clefs are movable. Two of the movable c-clefs (the 
most common two) are shown below. 
 
 alto clef tenor clef 

 
 
We can combine of treble and bass staff into a grand staff. An example of the grand staff 
with middle C marked is shown below. 
 

 
 
Middle C is the C that is in the middle of the grand staff- above the bass clef and below 
the treble clef -- and in the center of the piano keyboard.  On the piano keyboard, the key 
that is C is the white key to the left of the group of two black notes (see below). 
 
 

 
 C D E F G A B C 
 
The other white keys are, to the right of C, D-E-F-G-A-B in order. The keys repeat (at the 
octave or eight keys later). 
 



Any two notes that are represented by two adjacent piano keys (e.g., B-C and E-F) make 
up an interval known as a half-step.  Any notes that are played by two keys on the piano 
that have one other key in between them make up an interval called a whole-step (e.g., 
D-E, F-G, G-A, A-B).   
 
We can alter notes by means of accidentals: 
 

double-sharp (x) - raises a pitch a whole-step 
sharp (#) - raises a pitch a half step 

natural N- changes pitch back to the basic note; cancels a sharp or flat 

flat ( b )- lowers a pitch a half-step 

double-flat (bb) - lowers a pitch a whole-step 

 
Some examples of these accidentals and the notes they correspond to on the piano 
keyboard are shown below: 
 
 
 C C# Cx Fb F F# Fx Bbb Bb B 

 
 

 C#  F# Bb 

 
 C Cx Fb  F Fx Bbb B   
 
 



Some keys have two names (e.g., Cx = D, Fb = E, Fx = G, Bbb = A). These notes are 
known as enharmonic notes - two notes/pitches that sound alike but are written 
differently. 
 
Please keep in mind the difference between a tone, pitch and note.  A tone is a sound, a 
pitch is a sound that we can name  (e.g.,  A, G#), and a note is the  written symbol.  
 


